
Introduction
ØACII AVB 2022 Challenge tasks: 
▪TWO (regression): predict values of arousal and valence
▪TYPE (classification): classify the type of VB from 8 classes 
(Gasp, Laugh, Cry, Scream, Grunt, Groan, Pant, Other)
▪HIGH (regression): predict the intensity of 10 emotions
▪CULTURE (regression): predict the intensity of 40 emotions

ØMotivation:
▪Vocal bursts (VB) play a crucial role in conveying emotion
▪Emotions are complex and have various labeling methods
▪Modeling inner and cross relationships among multiple 
emotional labels help understanding the emotion better

ØObjective & Contributions: 
▪Propose a hierarchical multitask model with chain regressors 
to explicitly learn the label dependency
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Experimental Setup
ØThe HUME-VB competition data:

ØLoss function & training details:
▪Cross-entropy loss for TYPE, COUNTRY; CCC loss (1 –
𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑦, 𝑦 ̂)) for TWO, HIGH, CULTURE; AdamW optimizer

ØEvaluation Protocols:
▪Concordance correlation coefficient (CCC):

Approach
ØOverview of hierarchical multitask learning framework:

ØMultitask learn multilabel dependency: lower-dimensional to higher-dimensional labels
ØBi-chain regressor learn inner-label dependency: High to low correlation + low to high correlation
ØModel details:
▪SSL Model: Wav2vec 2.0-Large XLSR
▪Projector layer, shared layer: 128, 64-dimensional fully-connected layers
▪Classifiers: Fully-connected layers for TWO, TYPE, COUNTRY, Bi-Chain Regressors for HIGH, CULTURE

Results
ØResults on different tasks ØAblation study

Conclusion
ØEffectively extract features from pretrained models with finetuning and layer-wise, temporal aggregation
ØModeling multi-label dependency by hierarchical multitask learning
ØModeling intra-label dependency by Bi-directional chain regressor
ØWinner on the TWO and CULTURE tasks, Second on the HIGH task
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Fig. Use labels in TWO to 
predict labels of TYPE.

Fig. Correlation among 
labels in the HIGH task.
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